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ABSTRACT

The conversion of photons into axions and dilatons in a periodic external electromag-

netic field, namely in the TEi0 mode, are considered in detail. The differential cross

sections are given.
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1. Introduction

Axions induced in Peccei-Quinn symmetry [1] and dilatons - in the Kaluza-Klein

theory [2] commonly have two-photon couplings. Therefore, they can be created by a

photon entering in an external electromagnetic (EM) field. The axion properties and

their phenomenological consequences have been studied in depth and some experiments,

trying to discover the axion, are underway [3]. Axions might be constituents of the dark

matter of the universe and this makes their experimental search even more fascinating.

Dilaton [4] could have arisen in the five-dimensional Kaluza - Klein theory. While

the Kaluza - Klein approach has always been one of the most intriguing ideas concerning

unification of gauge fields with general relativity, it has dwindled because, generally, one

believes that the theory gives no distinctive and testable predictions.

Almost all experiments so far designed to search for light axions make use of the

coupling of the axion to photons. The conversion of axions into cavity was firstly suggested

by Sikivie [5]. Various terrestrial experiments to detect invisible axions by making use

of their coupling to photons have been proposed [3, 6], and the first results of such

experiments appeared recently [7, 8]. Photoproductions of gravitons and dilatons in the

external EM fields are considered in detail in Ref. [9]. Authors showed that in the present

technical scenario the differential cross sections (DCS) of the creation of high frequency

gravitons and dilatons get observable values.

By applying the Feynman diagram techniques we have considered the conversion

of photons into axions in the static EM fields [10]. Based on the result, the laboratory

experiment has been proposed. To complete the experiment, all the possible effects have

to be looked for. The purpose of the paper is to consider the conversion of photons into

axions and dilatons in a periodic EM field in the TEXQ mode.

2. The conversion of photons into axions in a periodic external EM field

The basic for the conversion of photons into axions is the coupling of the axion to

two photons [5]:

4?r Ja

where 4>a is the axion field, a is the fine structure constant, F^ = ^^vpoF90', and

fa is the axion decay constant defined in terms of the axion mass ma by [5, 6]:/a =

" ' . The coupling constant <?7 in (1) is model dependent. In

the Dine-Fischler-Srednicki- Zhitnitskii (DFSZ) model [11] g~,(DFSZ) ~ 0.36, and in the

Kim- Shifman- Vainshtein- Zakharov (KSVZ) model [12] g^KSVZ) ~ -0.97.



Let us consider the conversion of the photon 7 with momentum q into an axion a

with momentum p in the external electromagnetic field with the TEi0 mode [13]:

Hz = Hocos^e***"^

Hx « _ ^ o S i n ( ^ ) e - - - (2)

Ey = o(

Using the Feynman rules we get the matrix element

(p\M\q) = f7 [(e3(£ r)qx - e^q, r)q3) Fy + £l(q, r)q0Fx + ez(q, r)qQFz] (3)
\Z'!T) s/PoQo

where p0 = q0 + u, e^{q,r) represents the polarization vector of the photon, and [14]:

o(g* ~ Px) cos[^a(qx - px)\ sin[±b(qy - py)] sin[^c(g2 - pz + k)]

K[(QX ~ Px)2 ~ £}{qx ~ Px){qy - Pv){qz - Pz + k)

- pv)] sin[±c(qz - pz + k)]
F = ^

a[(qx - px)
2 - ^]{qx - px)(qy - py){qz - pz + k)

Substituting Eq.(4) into Eq.(3) we find the differential cross section (DCS) for the

conversion of photons into axions as

aii 2{2n)zqo \ q q
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-2qoqzFxFy - 2(Q° qfz)FxFz + 2qoqxFyFz . (5)
q I

w h e r e gai = 9 - y ^ = ̂ • ^ 1 0 ~ 7 G e l / ~ 1 [15]. Here we use t h e following n o t a t i o n s : q = \q[,

P =

In the following, we use the speed of light as unity and u> <Zl q. We also retain the

terms to the first order in u in the result. Prom (5) it follows that when the momentum of

the photon is parallel to the z axis, DCS, in the context of the above statement, vanishes.

If the momentum of the photon is parallel to the x axis, i.e., q^ = (q,q,0,0) then

Eq.(5) gets the final form of
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where 9 is the angle between <f and p, ip' is the angle between the y axis and the projection

of <7*on the yz plane [10]. Prom (6) we have

a) = 92
aiHlVW [u, (g - y/(g + uf - mj)

x cos2 [ | (<? - vfo + w) a-m2)] , (7)

for # « 0, and

da(7 -* a) 2g2
ayH

2a2c2q2 (uq -

x cos2 Q G ) sin2 ^ ^ ( ? + u,)* - nA (8)

for 9= f ,v ' = 0, and
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for 0 = !,¥>' = !•

FYom (9) it follows that if q — p then DCS is given

From (10) we see that DCS in the direction of the axion motion depends quadrati-

cally on the intensity Ho, the volume V of the external EM field, the photon momentum

q, and then on (1 + - ) . Therefore, this direction is the best for the conversion. In the limit

- <C 1 we have the result similar to that of a static field [10]. However, it does yield the

same results, because in this case both electric and magnetic components simultaneously

give contributions.

From (8) and (9) it follows that if q = ^ then DCS vanishes. In the limit q —> -

Eqs.(8) and (9) become, respectively,
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In the limit ma <̂C p, q, Eqs.(8) and (9) become, respectively,

( 2 \ 2
U q ~ a^J 2 (a \ • 2
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and

a \ . 2 b . \ . .
-q\ sin2 l-(q + u) , (13)

For the sake of convenience, however, we can introduce the ratio R between the two

DCSs in Eqs. (13) and (14) as

V ? ; 2 i 2 ( | ( ))

If fe = c we expect that axions in the direction 9 — f,</?' = f are created more

than axions in the direction 9 = | , <p' = 0. In the hmit - <§; 1 the creations of axions in

the two directions is the same. In C.G.S units, if ma = 10~5eV and <?7=0,36 (the

DFSZ model) then (10), (13) and (14) become, respectively,

a) -44

and

""-^ = 2.4 x 1(T44Hla2b2 [ 1 +
A

- 2
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To obtain the result in the KSVZ model we only need to note that g2^(KSVZ) ~

7.6 x g\{DFSZ).

Recently, a photon regeneration experiment using RF photons was described in

Ref. [15]. That experiment consists of two cavities which are placed a small distance

apart. A more or less homogeneous magnetic field exists in both cavities. The emitting



cavity is excited by incoming RF radiation. Depending on the axion - photon coupling

constant, a certain amount of RF energy will be deposited in the second, the receiving

cavity. However, the author considered the problem by using the classical method.

2. The conversion of photons into dilatons in a periodic external EM field

Now, we move on to the conversion of photons into dilatons. From the Einstein -

Hilbert (EH) action in the five - dimensional Kaluza - Klein theory, after some manipu-

lation and performing the fifth coordinate integration, we get [16]

LEH = jy/=g \~^ + \<rd*°d*o ~ \F^F^ ~ ^-(TF^F^ + 0(/c2)j dx\ (19)

In the linear approximation, the Lagrangian LEH yields the following vertices [9]:

(20)

where K = \/l6irG, G is the Newton constant.

Next, let us consider the conversion of the photon 7 with momentum q into the

dilaton a with momentum p in the external electromagnetic field in the TE\Q mode

(Eq.(2)). Using the Feynman rules, we get the matrix element

(p\M\q) = :£x{q, a) [(r/A2<?3 - f?A3<fe) J ^ - Vx2QoFy 4- (T/AI<Z2 ~ V\2Qi)Fz]. (21)
4(2n)'/pq

Because photons and dilatons are massless particles so p = q + u, and sx{q, a)

represents the polarization vector of the photon. Substituting Eq.(4) into Eq.(21) we find

finally the DCS for the conversion of photons into dilatons as

(22)

From (22) it follows that when the momentum of the photon is parallel to the z

axis, the DCS vanishes. It implies that if the momentum of the photon is parallel to the

external field propagation then there is no conversion of photons into spinless particles.

If the momentum of the photon is parallel to the y axis, i.e., q* — (<?, 0, q,0) then

Eq.(22) gets the final form as

n2
da{-y-*a) 3K 2 / / 0V(1 + ^) [ cosf (psin^sin(p")sin|(g ~Pcos9)

2a2 | > 2 s in 2 0s in^" ~ $)(Q ~ P cos 0)( -ps in0

x sin2 -(-psinflcosv?" + k), (23)



where ipn is the angle between the y axis and the projection of q on the xz plane [14].

Prom (23) we have

(24)

for 9 « 0, and

UOyy • O~) oK XJQO ( -I i ^ \ • 2 I \ 2 I ^ \ (nc\
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Prom Eq.(24) we see that t/izs direction is the best for the conversion of photons into

dilatons in the external EM field, and our conclusion is similar to that of Eq.(10).

In C.G.S units, Eqs.(24), (25), and (26) become, respectively,

and

= 9.1 x 10-" V , - \- ' >••{ , y | aMj + A ) ) în2 I g ) • (29)

It is easy to show that the cross section for the reverse process coincides exactly

with the above results, so that for the conversion photon - dilation (or axion) - photon,

the cross section is the square of the previous evaluations.

Note that the gravitational interference effect could also have arisen in the Kaluza

- Klein theory in which the conversion of gravitons into photons in the periodic external

EM field was considered in Ref. [14].

3. Discussion

Eq.(16) shows that in order to get a « 10~30cm2 we need HQ « 3.4 x 106AV~\

and from Eq.(25) we need Ho w 9.1 x 109AV~1. This means that axions are expected to

produce more in our experiment.



It is known that the cutoff frequency of the TEi0 is given by uQ — ^ and at any

given frequency only a finite number of modes can propagate [?]. It is often convenient to

choose the dimensions of the guide such that in the operating frequency only the lowest

mode can occur. This is important in order to use these methods for experiments.

Finally, we see that quantum conversions of photons into spinless particles in an

external EM field exist strongly at high energies.
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